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Abstract
Action recognition in the dark is gaining more and more
attention with the rapid development of intelligent recognition applications in real-world applications, e.g. selfdriving at night and night surveillance. However, limited
by the expensive labeling cost, it is impractical to produce
a large-scale labeled dataset only for dark environments.
Therefore, a practical solution adopted is to transfer models trained from clear environments to dark environments
through semi-supervised learning. However, prior works
rely heavily on additional efforts such as extra annotations,
or extra sensors. To this end, we proposed a novel and simple Domain Adaptable Normalization (DANorm) method
to align different domains directly, which consists of feature normalization, angle constraint and the Pseudo-Label.
Specifically, the proposed DANorm method enables the
model automatically learning the associated features between labeled source domain and unlabeled target domain
by constraining the feature subspace vectors. Experimental results show that our model achieves superiority performance on Semi-supervised ARID dataset. Code is available
at: https://github.com/NikkiElwin/DANorm.

1. Introduction
Action Recognition (AR) has received notable attention
because of its great success in rich real-world applications
such as video surveillance [5,8,35] and human computer interaction [1, 11, 21]. However, existing methods often generalize poorly to dark environments, partly due to the fact
the labeled dark data is limited and costly. Although multiview methods [15,17,20,31] by leveraging on extra sensors
can effectively relieve the performance degradation caused
by dark environments, the high cost restricts them for largescale use in the real-world. Thanks to unlabeled dark data

(a) Labeled Source Domain

(b) Unlabeled Target Domain

Figure 1. Semi-Supervised Action Recognition in the Dark (SSARID). For the given labeled set in source domain and the unlabeled set in target domain, the main task of SS-ARID is to obtain
satisfactory classification performance in the target domain when
only the source domain sample ground true is available.

is easily available, Semi-Supervised Action Recognition in
the Dark (SS-ARID) methods have been proposed to solve
the model degradation caused by the adverse visual condition (see Fig. 1).
Technically speaking, SS-ARID can be viewed as a
Video-based Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (VUDA)
[33] for Action Recognition in the Dark task from the labeled source domain (clear videos) to the unlabeled target domain (dark videos). This is a challenging task due
to the unknown discriminative class boundaries on target
domain, and the low brightness and contrast characteristic in dark videos [34]. Most current works for SS-ARID
can be simply divided into two types: (i) Data Domain
Adaptation [3, 9, 34], and (ii) Feature Domain Adaptation
[2, 4, 22, 33]. Data domain adaptation aims to produce visually clearer video frames through frame enhancement methods [7, 10, 32], achieving adaptation from dark data domain
to clear data domain. However, because the data domain in-
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improvement brought by feature normalization and angle
constraint methods, and (iii) the proposed method achieved
the state-of-the-art result on Semi-supervised ARID [34]
dataset.

2. Related Work
2.1. Video-based Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
(VUDA)
Figure 2. Example of Domain Adaptable Normalization method.
For the given source domain and target domain, each iteration can
be divided into two steps: (i) minimize the task loss and the feature
normalization loss on the training set, and (ii) add target domain
data with high classification scores to the training set. All labeled
data in the source domain is added to the training set at the beginning.

formation is noisy and surplus, inappropriate data augmentation methods will destroy the original data domain distribution, resulting in the inferior performance [34]. Feature
domain adaptation focuses on aligning the two domains on
the feature space, but most of their performances are not
satisfactory. The lack of category information in the target domain during supervised training will cause the feature
subspace to be ineffective, resulting in poor model performance.
Recently, feature subspace constraint methods [24, 25,
28, 36] have been proposed to align different domains statistically. Most approaches are based on optimizing a constraint loss (e.g. Conditional Entropy [24] and Mean Discrepancy [28]) on the feature subspace of source and target
domain, as well as the task loss on the labeled data. These
methods have achieved good results in experiments, but the
premise is there are at least labeled samples in the target
domain, which doesn’t exist in the task of SS-ARID, where
the target domain is unlabeled.
To this end, we proposed a novel and simple method,
named Domain Adaptable Normalization (DANorm), to
achieve the alignment of the two domains when the target domain is unlabeled. Specifically, the proposed method
uses feature normalization, which forces the target domain
to align with the source domain. And then the method adds
pseudo-labels to unlabeled target data, which enabling the
model to learn discriminative class boundaries on the target
domain. Experimental results show that DANorm can align
the target domain with the source domain well, and achieve
superior performance on the target domain.
In summary, the major contributions of the paper are
summarized as follows: (i) we proposed a novel and simple
Domain Adaptable Normalization (DANorm) method to explore the associated features between labeled source domain
and unlabeled target domain, (ii) we explain the effective

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for Action Recognition methods aim to transfer knowledge learned from labeled source domains to target domains with unlabeled data
only. Depending on the relationship between source and
target domains, this task can be divided into two different types: (i) across different capturing conditions and (ii)
across different modalities. Across different capturing conditions means the source and target domain are captured
in different environmental conditions, e.g. sunny and haze.
Chen et al. [2] proposed a novel method to efficiently sifting out suitable features to align domains in space and time.
Jinwoo et al. [4] combined the domain adversarial loss and
the clip order prediction loss to encourage learning of representations which focus on the humans and objects involved
in the actions. Sanchit et al. [9] introduced a delta sampling
method, with Zero-DCE [7] enhanced technique to convert
dark videos into clear ones. Across different modalities represents the source and target domain are captured in different sensors, and this type of adaptation is generally used
to enhance fusion abilities in multi-view methods. Wang
et al. [31] introduced a generative adversarial network to
explore the potential between multi-view features. Liu et
al. [17] considered the label-level and feature-level fusion
simultaneously in a unified framework, to better align the
feature distributions across different views. Liang et al. [15]
proposed a novel network to reproduce each view’s latent
representation and bridge the semantic gap between two different views.
In this work, we mainly focus on the adaptation across
different capturing conditions, proposes the Domain Adaptable Normalization (DANorm), to achieve the alignment of
the clear videos and dark videos.

2.2. Feature Subspace Constraint
Feature subspace constraint methods focus on how to
achieve a more robust semantic representation by regularizing feature vectors. Generally speaking, cross entropy
loss can effectively optimize the distance between classes,
but it is not satisfactory when optimizing the intra-class distance. Liu et al. [16] proposed a loss to guide the network
to learn features with small intra-class distances and large
inter-class distances. Wang et al. [30] studied the effect of
feature normalization during training, and proposed a regularization method that aligns training samples and test sam-
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(a) Without Feature Normalization

(b) With Feature Normalization

Figure 3. A simple case of binary semi-supervised classification task (a) without feature normalization and (b) with feature normalization.
w1 represents the cluster prototype of class 1 and x1 represents the unlabeled sample with the ground true category is class 1, vice versa for
towards the class 2 cluster prototype w2 and the unlabeled sample x2 in figure. Feature normalization can push the unlabeled data feature
closer the cluster prototype, reducing the distance between the source and target domains. Note that the dotted line represents the decision
boundary between the two classes and σ is a scale hyperparameter.

ples. Ranjan et al. [23] proposed an L2 -constrained method
to make the model pay the same attention to samples of different quality. Zheng et al. [36] proposed a simple convex
feature regularization method to get more robust features.
Compared to the previous methods, our proposed
DANorm combined the L2 normalization and the novel Dot
Product Ring Loss (DP-Ring Loss). The proposed DP-Ring
Loss which can align the target domain with the source domain well, and achieve the superior performance on the target domain.

3. Method
3.1. Motivation
Consider a simple case of binary semi-supervised classification task with categories class 1 and class 2, two cluster prototypes w1 , w2 and two unlabeled features x1 , x2 .
Among them the ground true of x1 is class 1 and the ground
true of x2 is class 2 (see Fig. 3a). And the example is
trained with cross entropy loss. Generally, the dot product wT x of cluster prototype w and feature x represents
the score for that category. Therefore, for w2 pick the correct unlabeled feature x2 , it is necessary to require w2T x2 >
w2T x1 =⇒ ||x2 ||2 cos θ2 > ||x1 ||2 cos θ1 , where θ1 , θ2 are
the angles between x1 , x2 and w2 . However, due to the
unclear features because of different causes such as unclear
outlines of actors [34] in the dark videos, the target features

would be ineffective with a low L2-norm [23]. The ineffective representation may result in ||x2 ||2 << ||x1 ||2 =⇒
||x2 ||2 cos θ2 < ||x1 ||2 cos θ1 , which would lead to the misclassification of x1 as w2 . The error data will lead to semisupervised algorithms get worse results, such as dot product
similarity based Metric Learning. Therefore, the key to the
solution is changing the feature vectors length ||x||2 or its
corresponding angle.

3.2. Feature Normalization
To avoid the above mis-classification, our proposed
DANorm method simply forces ||x1 ||′2 ≡ ||x2 ||′2 by L2 norσx
malization ||x||′ = ||x||
(see Fig. 3b). Among them σ is a
2
scale hyperparameter to ensure the normal convergence of
the network. L2 normalization is used as a constraint on
the features to strict their L2 -norm to a constant. Under the
L2 -norm constraint, the category score wT x can be further
reduced to the cosine similarity of the feature and the cluster
prototype.
On the other hand, L2 normalization also balances the
low L2 -norm target domain features and the high L2 norm source domain ones. Specifically, this normalization method constrains the source and target domains to
the same hypersphere. This constraint effectively solves
the mis-classification caused by ineffective representations
as in Fig. 3a), thereby improving the classification performance of semi-supervised algorithms such as Pseudo-
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Label. [14].

In other words, the DP-Ring loss constraints features to a
point at their correct cluster prototype direction, and leads
to different clustering prototypes orthogonal to each other
(see Fig. 4b). This constraint will result in the source and
target domains mix at several points, resulting in a better
classification performance.

3.3. Angle Constraint

3.4. Pseudo-Label

(a) Ring Loss

(b) DP-Ring Loss

Figure 4. Constraints on (a) Ring loss [36] and (b) our DP-Ring
loss. Ring loss constraints the feature a hypersphere with learnable radius R, while DP-Ring loss constraints them to a point at
the cluster prototype direction as in the black point in Fig. 4b. Note
that to let ||W x||2 ≡ R, DP-Ring loss also forces different clustering prototypes orthogonal to each other, where R is also a learnable parameter.

Besides the L2 normalization, another way to prevent
mis-classification is to add constraints on corresponding angles between feature x and prototype w. Inspired by [36],
the proposed DANorm method uses the novel Dot Product
Ring (DP-Ring) loss as an angle constraint criteria formulated as:
  \mathcal {L}_{DP-Ring} = \frac {\lambda }{2}\mathbb {E}_{x\sim p_x}(||W x||_2 - R)^2 \label {eq1} 

The lack of category information in the target domain
will cause the feature subspace to be ineffective, resulting
in poor model performance. To overcome this problem,
we can apply the Pseudo-Label [14] to produce pseudolabels to unlabeled target data. The Pseudo-Label enable
the model to learn discriminative class boundaries on the
target domain, therefore improve the generalization performance of the network in the unlabeled domain.
In detail, we can initialize a threshold for the classification score before each iteration, and add the pseudo-label
to all unlabeled data which classification score higher than
threshold. To avoid the mis-classification situation, all target domain data will be tested after each iteration. And the
previous pseudo-label data will be overwritten by the same
and new ones.

3.5. Domain Adaptable Normalization (DANorm)
The proposed Domain Adaptable Normalization
(DANorm) method is combined from feature L2 normalization, the DP-Ring loss and the Pseudo-Label. The total
loss is formulated as Eq. (2).

(1)
  \mathcal {L} = \mathcal {L}_{CE} + \lambda \mathcal {L}_{DP-Ring} \label {eq2} 

where the labeled feature vector x is sampled from training
feature distribution px , R represents the learn-able parameter and λ is defined to balance the terms of difference losses.
W = [w1 , w2 , · · · , wn ]T is the n × m matrix combined
with different category prototypes w1 , w2 , · · · , wn , where
m is the dimension of x.
Different from the original Ring loss [36], the proposed
DP-Ring loss focuses more on the relationship between features and clustering prototypes. In semi-supervised learning, since part of training samples ground-truth are unlabeled, it is necessary to explore the potential relationship
between sample features and cluster prototypes. In particular, the DP-Ring loss result in ||W x||2 ≡ R, indicate
that the L2 -norm of the model decision
qP result must be conm
T
2
stant. Noted that ||W x||2 =
i=1 (wi x) = R =⇒
Pm
T
2
2
i=1 (wi x) = R ≥ 0, so the dot products of every feature x and all cluster prototypes are non-negative. Meanwhile, the cross entropy loss will try to narrow the angle
between the feature and the cluster prototype [30]. With
the joint optimization of DP-Ring loss and cross entropy
loss, the network will promote wiT x → R and wjT x → 0,
where wi represents the correct cluster prototype and i ̸= j.

(2)

where LCE means the cross entropy loss and λ is a hyperparameter.
Under the two constraints, the pseudo-label method will
largely avoid the sample classified as the wrong label.
Specifically, For the given source domain and target domain, in each iteration, the DANorm can be divided into
two steps: (i) minimize the cross entropy loss and the DPRing loss on N sample from training set, and (ii) add target
domain data with high classification scores to the training
set. All labeled data in the source domain is added to the
training set at the beginning, and the previous pseudo-label
data will be overwritten by the same and new pseudo-label
data.

4. Experiment
4.1. Datasets
In this section, the ARID [34] dataset is used as unlabeled target domain, and HMDB51 [13], UCF101 [26],
Kinetics-600 [12], and Moments in Time [19] datasets is
used as labeled source domain to evaluate our method. All
videos are divided into 3 splits and 11 categories: drink,
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each split independently.

4.3. Results
Method
Baseline [27]
Pseudo-Label [14]
Zero-DCE + BERT [9]
DANorm(ours)

Top-1(%)
75.85±2.71
72.50±0.58
78.02 ±1.61
80.73±1.45

Table 2. The Top-1 classification results of related methods
and DANorm. All methods except Zero-DCE + BERT use the
R(2+1)D-34 as backbone and linear layer as classifier.
Figure 5. Sample frames from ARID dataset.

jump, pick, pour, push, run, sit, stand, turn, walk, and wave.
Specifically, all split settings are displayed in Tab. 1.
Split
Labeled Sample
Unlabeled Sample
Test Sample

1
2289
824

2
2625
2253
860

3
2260
853

Table 1. Split settings in the experiment. Labeled source domains
are the same and target domains are different of each split.

4.2. Implementation
We process the video into a series of frames of size
3 × 48 × 112 × 112, which are normalized and regularized
sequentially. For the training set sample, we randomly drop
the frame from sequence and finally normalize the sample
into 48 frames.
The backbone of experiment network is the R(2+1)d-34
[27] that pretrained in IG65M [6] dataset and the classifier
is a linear layer. Between them, the experiment network
uses L2 normalization to constraint the feature subspace.
The training algorithm is the proposed DANorm method,
where letting N = 400, λ = 1 and the classification score
threshold is 0.8. Our model is optimized by AdamW [18]
optimizer, letting learning rate be 1 × 10−5 . To improve
the model generality, a parameter α = 1 × 10−4 is used to
weight-decay.
Specifically, we add all labeled data in the source domain
to the training set at the beginning. Then in each iteration,
N sample will be taken in 100 batches for network to train,
and the training losses is described as Eq. (2). After training
step in iteration, we randomly sample N sample in target
domain for estimation, and add the high classification score
data as the pseudo-label sample to the training set. All the
previous pseudo-label data will be overwritten by the same
and new pseudo-label data. The network will be trained
with 25 iterations, and all experiments will be performed in

Tab. 2 presents comparisons to other method, using
IG65M-pretrained R(2+1)d as backbone. Except of the
Zero-DCE + BERT, other methods apply single linear layer
as their classifier. Note that Baseline represents not any
semi-supervised method is applied during training.
Compared to previous methods, the DANorm achieves
significant performance improvements: +4.88% for Baseline, +8.23% for the Pseduo-Label and +2.71% for the
R(2+1)d + BERT architecture with Zero-DCE [7] enhancement. Besides, note that the performance for Pseudo-Label
is lower than the Baseline, which indicate that the misclassification presented in Sec. 3.1 does affect the performance of semi-supervised methods, and the DANorm can
ease this well.

4.4. Ablation study
In this section, we will verify the effectiveness of each
part in our method. Specifically, the feature normalization,
the DP-Ring loss and the Pseudo-Label are tested successively.
Firstly, the L2 feature normalization method is evaluated
for its effectiveness. The results are reported in Tab. 3. Under L2 regularization, the network average performance and
stability both better than which without normalization. And
the average 1.70% improvement strongly proves the effectiveness of the normalization method in SS-ARID task.
Method
With L2 Normlization
Without L2 Normlization

Top-1(%)
77.55±3.71
75.85±2.71

Table 3. Evaluation of the DANorm method with/without L2 normalization.

Next, the DP-Ring loss is tested for the performance of
our network, and the results can be seen in Tab. 4. Compared with the other constraint losses, the DP-Ring Loss
shows better average performance and smaller performance
swings. This performance difference may be due to the similarity of Ring Loss to L2 normalization. And other losses
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(a) Iteration 0

(b) Iteration 5

(c) Iteration 45

Figure 6. t-SNE [29] visualization results of the feature subspace of different iterations. The solid dots represent the labeled source domain
feature, and the crosses represent the features of the unlabeled target domain. With the iteration increase, the distribution gap between the
two domains decreases, and the distribution range of each category is gradually reduced to a point, while the distance of different category
distribution increases.

do not have the ability to constrain features to a point in the
feature subspace.
Method
None
Triplet Loss [25]
Ring Loss [36]
DP-Ring Loss (ours)

Top-1(%)
77.55±3.71
78.29±1.84
73.84±3.79
80.73±1.45

Table 4. Evaluation of the subspace constraint loss. None means
there is not any subspace constraint loss during training.

In addition, we also test the effect of the Pseudo-Label,
and the results are shown in Tab. 5, where without PseudoLabel means there only L2 normalization and the DP-Ring
Loss. Overall, the DANorm brings a 8.23% and 1.35%
average improvement on only Pseudo-Label and without
Pseudo-Label, respectively. The results point to the effectiveness of using the Pseudo-Label, L2 normalization and
the DP-Ring Loss to train the network.
Method
Only Pseudo-Label
Without Pseudo-Label
DANorm (ours)

Top-1(%)
72.50±0.58
79.38±1.45
80.73±1.45

Table 5. Evaluation of the DANorm with/without Pseudo-Label.
Without Pseudo-Label indicates that only L2 normalization and
the DP-Ring Loss are applied on the network.

Further, we used t-SNE [29] to visualize the feature subspace at different iterations, and the results are shown in
Fig. 6. The results from Fig. 6a to Fig. 6c show that feature normalization can align different domain features into

one distribution, while angle constraint can force them distribute at several points. The transformation from Fig. 6a
to Fig. 6c conforms to the theoretical analysis of feature
normalization and angle constraint, displaying the effectiveness of the proposed DANorm method.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, to achieve better alignment across different
video domains, a novel Domain Adaptable Normalization
(DANorm) method is proposed for semi-supervised action
recognition in the dark. The proposed DANorm method
consists of feature normalization, angle constraint and the
Pseudo-Label, which achieves the alignment of the two domains when the target domain is unlabeled. Besides, we
analyzed how to achieve better alignment by constraining
features under the unsupervised domain adaptation task. We
found that feature normalization can align the low L2 -norm
feature and the high L2 -norm ones, while angle constraint
can mix different domains at several points. Experimental results show that our model can effectively improve the
performance for semi-supervised action recognition in the
dark.
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